MBA Staff Scholarship

Preparing UC Davis Leaders and Managers for the Future

The UC Davis Graduate School of Management welcomes applications from UC Davis staff to our Sacramento and Bay Area Part-Time MBA Programs. These top-ranked MBA Programs are designed for working professionals to advance their careers. As a UC Davis employee, you have access to special scholarships created to transform your career, reach your leadership potential and help us make UC Davis the university of the 21st century.

What You Need to Know

Scholarship Details
• $7,500 per year, $22,500 in 3 years
• Covers about 25% of course fees
• Apply for Fall 2018 by June 30

Eligibility and Selection Criteria
• 75% or greater career appointment
• Endorsement letter from your UC Davis direct supervisor
• Essay on your current and future contribution to UC Davis mission
• Professional work history, GMAT or GRE score and academic record
• Interview with member of the Admissions Committee

Sacramento Part-Time MBA
• Average 33 months to complete
• Classes Fridays and Saturdays
• Location - UC Davis Sacramento Campus
• Proposed Program Fees - $93,960

Bay Area Part-Time MBA
• Average 33 months to complete
• Classes Fridays and Saturdays
• Location - Bishop Ranch in San Ramon
• Proposed Program Fees - $116,640

(530) 752-7658 | admissions@gsm.ucdavis.edu
Learn more and apply: gsm.ucdavis.edu/staffMBA